Build Cutting-Edge Business Apps 10X Faster
Take advantage of low-code development

Go mobile...instantly...with no extra effort

Use visual models for easier construction

Implement change quickly to meet evolving needs

Does this sound familiar?
Your business is doubling demands for innovative solutions. Your team is the same size it’s been for awhile. And,
you’re working hard just to keep up the status quo.
Sound familiar? With increasing demands, stagnant resources, and evaporating time, how can you meet the everrising expectations of your business?
Low-Code. From Appian.
Accelerate Digital Transformation with a Platform Designed for Speed
With Appian’s Digital Transformation Platform, you can build and deploy apps 10X faster. From construction to
deployment, Appian’s low-code development environment dramatically reduces the amount of time required to
build, deploy, and change cutting-edge, powerful enterprise apps.
THE APPIAN PLATFORM INCLUDES:
Drag-and-drop interfaces: Drag-and-drop and
point-and-click design tools speed app creation...
and changes.
Visual modeling: Build business processes with
simple drawing...not complex coding.
Instant mobility: Design an app once, and it’s
immediately available on any mobile device...with
no extra effort.
No-code options: Empower citizen developers
to quickly transform ideas into business apps...
with no coding.

Agile development: Accelerate time to value by
rapidly creating and launching applications...then
enhance and expand them over time.
Coding when you want it: Provide developers
the choice...when they prefer to code, it’s there behind
the scenes.

Build Cutting-Edge Business Apps 10X Faster

FOCUS ON IMPACT
Imagine the impact when anyone can
deliver innovative applications at
digital speed:

FOCUS ON CAPABILITIES
Simplify tasks throughout the entire
app development process and increase
productivity:

• Deliver applications 10x faster

• Comprehensive design tools

• Adapt quickly to market changes

• Drag-and-drop design environments

• Better align business and IT

• Visual process modeler

• Empower citizen developers

• Immediate mobile compatibility

• Take more control of Shadow IT

• No-code app builder

• Clear the IT backlog

• Coding only on your terms

• Embrace agile development

• Integrated process and data

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
The ability to quickly build, deploy, and
evolve business applications is what
separates digital leaders from those
that get left-behind.
Meet the ever-rising expectations of
your business—and your customers—
with low-code development...from
Appian.

• Connectors and APIs for smooth
integration

APPIAN CUSTOMERS ARE REALIZING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION THROUGH LOW-CODE DEVELOPMENT:

Appian delivers an enterprise platform for digital transformation that enables organizations to revolutionize
their customer experience, optimize their business operations, and master global risk and compliance. Powered
by industry leading Business Process Management (BPM) and Case Management capabilities, Appian’s low-code
approach radically accelerates the time it takes to build and deploy powerful, modern applications, on-premises
or in the cloud. For more information, visit www.appian.com

